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• Architectural choice
• Lower latency
• Data sovereignty
• Availability
• Traditional and cloud  
native workloads

• Security and compliance

• Potential to move 
from capital  expense 
to variable  expense

• Stop guessing capacity
• Provide a developer-
centric architecture

• Remove undifferentiated  
heavy lifting

Your on-premise data center

Workloads

Someone else’s data center

The right mix

Hybrid IT

Ideally, business & IT context drives workload placement considerations
But the choice is often between on- and  off-premise benefits

IT has choices to optimally place new and legacy workloads
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The public cloud offers new levels of simplicity—including moving from capital expense to consumption-based expense, eliminating the need to predict capacity and scale rapidly, providing a developer-centric architecture, and offloading the “undifferentiated heavy lifting” that comes with operating a data center. On-premise infrastructure provides many advantages such as security, control, governance, choice, latency, and (if used efficiently) costs. 



Industry verticals show a consistently strong private cloud mix
Customers are still looking to retain control in-house, but also to move some 
workloads to the public cloud

Private 
Cloud

77%
Public
Cloud

23%

Manufacturing

Private 
Cloud

67%
Public
Cloud
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Telecom

Private 
Cloud

73%
Public
Cloud
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Retail

Private 
Cloud

81%
Public
Cloud
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Insurance

Private 
Cloud

72%
Public
Cloud
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Healthcare

Private 
Cloud

78%
Public
Cloud

22%

Government

Private 
Cloud

71%
Public
Cloud

29%

Finance/Banking

Private 
Cloud

77%
Public
Cloud

23%

Education

+
451 Research survey from 1,155 enterprise respondents, 08/2015
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Big Takeaway #2: Major Verticals Shifting Spend, Investing in Different Private and Public Cloud MixesThird-Party Service Adoption by Industry Vertical Shows A Consistently Strong Private Cloud Mix.



The dilemma for IT leaders
“I want a public cloud experience, with the benefits of on-premises IT”

Build on-premise 
infrastructure

Pros: 
• Choose your server, storage, 

networking, software
• Manage your datacenter
• Control security, compliance

Cons:
• Invest capital
• Overprovision to handle growth
• Manage months-long 

procurement cycles

from cloud builder to broker

Consume IT from 
the cloud

Pros: 
• Rapid Scalability
• Pay per use
• No up front capital
• Use a service, not manage IT

Cons:
• Less control
• Not managing security, 

compliance
• Latency issues
• Data sovereignty issues
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Enterprise IT leaders are facing pressures from multiple fronts, including new/evolving applications, regulatory requirements, security threats, business accountability, and line-of-business relationships. There is pressure to improve business agility, reduce cost, and increase return on investment while at the same time meeting service level commitments to keep you competitive. But IT faces a choice of how to consume IT resources to provide the best mix of servicesInvest capital to implement servers, storage, networking and software capacity tailored to your workloads, and operate it from your datacenter. This way you can manage your own IT, control security and privacy, and manage compliance and latency. However, it often means over-provisioning IT to be ready for growth or under-provisioning to cut costs, neither of which is attractive financially. Either way, procuring new capacity typically takes months.Consume IT from the public cloud, enabling you to rapidly scale capacity to meet demand. This pay-per-use billing model frees you from capital constraints, letting you focus on the service you get rather than the technology that delivers it. However, many IT leaders worry about security, data privacy and latency issues of public cloud.There’s an alternative that combines the benefits of both: HPE Flexible Capacity



Key Findings of 451 Research Survey
Survey of over 500 Enterprises 

Source: 451 Research November 2016

Challenges with managing capacity FC Resolves these Challenges

57% of enterprises stated complaints about 
slow performance were significant issue

50% of enterprises have suffered downtime 
as a result of poor capacity planning

59% average amount by which enterprises 
overprovision compute capacity

59% of enterprises wait 3 months or longer 
for new capacity

48% average amount by which enterprises 
over provision storage capacity

Why 
Choose?

Best of both 
worlds

‒ On-Premise infrastructure 
on a flexible and scalable 
basis

‒ TCO of a typical enterprise 
scenario on par with public 
cloud

‒ 29% less expensive than a 
self-managed private cloud



HPE Flexible Capacity
A public cloud-like experience in the privacy of your own data center

– When large capital outlays and long procurement 
cycles no longer fit your business; when you want 
to pay for what you use1

– When you need the IT capacity ready for surges in 
demand

– For your data and workloads that should stay on-
premise, under your control

– For workloads that could expand to the public 
cloud

– When you need better than “best effort” SLAs

– When you want the best of both worlds—on-
premise and on-demand IT

1subject to a minimum commitment for hardware and software

Requested 
capacity

Local 
bufferPay only for 

what you use1

Business Application
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Presentation Notes
Here are optimum scenarios when HPE Flexible Capacity might well be the right solution for you.When large capital outlays and long procurement cycles no longer fit your business – when you want to pay for what you useWhen your data and workloads must stay on-premises, under your controlFor workloads that could expand to public cloud – under the right controls and for the right workloadsWhen you need better than “best effort” SLAsHPE Flexible Capacity offers smooth and cost-effective capacity growth – With the headroom for peak processing periods such as quarter or year-end processing. Our concept gives you a detailed view of the expenses associated with your IT infrastructure, allowing you to achieve IT flexibility at reduced costs. With a cost model that makes sense, you can deliver true agility.Flexible capacity, as quick as it getsIncrease or decrease capacity, quickly and easily. You can acquire new capacity quickly because you’ll have an incremental buffer available on site at all times. This buffer can be replenished through our service agreement without the need to initiate a full procurement cycle. HPE absorbs a significant share of your business risk by installing capacity ahead of the demand. We continually enhance the existing capacity, enabling sufficient standby capacity. Whatever your loads are, we can provide the resources you need, when you need it. When you no longer have use for the additional capacity, you don’t have to pay for it. You can just turn it off until you need it again.



What HPE Flexible Capacity delivers
Elastic capacity, enterprise support, for hybrid IT

– Pay only for what you use1

– Aligns costs with usage monthly via advanced 
metering

– No upfront payment requirements

– Infrastructure capacity that never runs out 

– Enterprise-quality support

– Scalable – add capacity in minutes, not months

– Applies to servers, software-defined and traditional 
storage, networks, ConvergedSystems, and 
software

– Hybrid-ready with certain Microsoft Azure services

– HPE and multivendor support 

Requested 
capacity

Local 
bufferPay only for 

what you use1

Business Application

1subject to a minimum commitment for hardware and software
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Flexible Capacity is a building block component that can be added to a Datacenter Care contract. It’s an agile service that gives you the type of support that they need: personalized, flexible, and comprehensive. Flexible Capacity is hybrid ready – now supporting certain Microsoft Azure services.Flexible Capacity offers enterprise-quality support: You can extend the enterprise-quality support you get with Flexible Capacity to your hybrid cloud resources using HPE Hybrid Support.  More Flexible Capacity highlights You have a certain amount of resource or capacity on your site that you need on an ongoing basis – but there are some things that don’t run all the time, such as month-end close. Flexible Capacity is a great way to enable capacity ahead of demand for those types of workloads where the application has business-sensitive data so security and compliance is critical and you want the infrastructure on their own site. Acquisition of new capacity is faster because the procurement process does not have to be started all over again for each request. HPE continuously optimizes the existing capacity, ensuring sufficient standby capacity. You are always ensured of the capacity required, also during peak loads. You only pay for the capacity you actually used, subject to a minimum commitment and based on a predefined monthly fee, which is charged on a per Gigabyte for storage, blade on for servers, and network ports available for networking.  Your HPE software is also charged on overall usage of licenses and support—virtual machines for HPE Cloud Service Automation, GBs for storage, and per-available port for networking. This allows you to scale up and down as required and pay only for what you use.  Variable billing by product class enables clear insight into the actual costs and allows better decision making in infrastructure planning and management.  Internal charge-back of the usage of capacity is simplified with metering and costing included.  HPE assumes a significant share of the business risk by installing capacity ahead of the demand.  Depending on accounting treatment, Flexible Capacity may qualify for OPEX, which helps you improve your financial position.  Consult your financial advisor



How Flexible Capacity benefits IT

Time

$
Flexible capacity 
deployed ahead 
of demand

Traditional purchases (CAPEX)

Buffer

Minimum commitment level

Time to market
Assets not purchased early 
enough to meet the increase 
in demand, and the business 
misses new opportunities or 
delays key new initiatives

Financials
Assets purchased to meet future 
capacity needs are sitting idle 
tying up capital, increasing cost

Compute needed and invoiced
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In the areas with the financials graphic, assets that were purchased to meet future capacity needs are sitting idle,tying up capital that could be used to benefit the business.   In the areas with the time – plan graphic, assets were not purchased early enough to meet the increase in capacitydemand. While waiting out the procurement cycle, the business is unable to take advantage of new opportunities or begin key new initiatives.  Often procurement cycles take 3-4 months, meaning missed opportunities.With Flexible Capacity you get additional capacity in minutes, not months, and you pay for what you use, subject to a minimum commitment.



Flexible Capacity Components…Built to Serve

Technology

Servers
per blade, 

physical core

Storage
per GB

Converged 
Systems

per server, node, 
GB

Software Virtualization
per VM

HPE Network
Per port

Services
Installation Phone Support Proactive 

Support
Datacenter Care

Consulting Reactive Support 
24x7x4

Break/fix support

Term Typically 4 years, but available 3-5 years

Options Option 1
Pay-As-You-GROW

Option 2
Pay-As-You-GO

* Non-HPE products may be included; check with the Flexible Capacity team for details.
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- HPE Flexible Capacity is offered across a full spectrum of infrastructure assets – servers, storage, networking, SAN, backup, and associated software…all-inclusive under the Flexible Capacity offering and paid for based on monthly per unit Flex Capacity prices.- Included are HPE implementation and Data Center Care, HPE’s top level of support to ensure complete satisfaction with the Flexible Capacity offering.- Term of the service can be matched to your tech refresh cycles for each type of asset; for instance, storage is typically seen as having a four-year lifecycle, thus a four-year Flexible Capacity term.At the end of term of each deployment, Flexible Capacity assets are refreshed with the latest generation of technology to ensure you have the “youngest” and, therefore, optimal-performance and highest-functionality assets.- Two models of Flexible Capacity are available:  “Pay-as-you-grow”, which is cost-optimally paired with IT environments that exhibit persistent, steady growth; and, “Pay-as-you-go”, which is recommended for IT environments that experience rapid and highly variable growth.  



HPE Flexible Capacity options
From Upfront Investment ahead of Revenue to Consuming Infrastructure as a Service: pay 
only for the servers, storage, networking capacity, software licenses, support, and services you 
actually need and use each month

Monthly Payment Includes1

– Servers
– Storage
– Networking 
– Software
– Services
– 3rd Party 

considerations

Variable usage = variable payment
– Financially, operating at 100% utilization
– No upfront costs & no budget surge when you 

are at capacity

– Business cost aligns with business demands

1 Minimums apply below certain usage levels

– Software defined Storage 
– Hyperconverged 
– Flexible VM metering, monitoring, 

billing
– Helion OpenStack products
– Certain Microsoft Azure svcs

– Servers Per blade, VM, core

– Storage Per GB

– Network Per Port

– Converged Systems for SAP Hana
– HPE Software And SaaS

– Support Service Provider’s environment

– Microsoft, VMWare, Red Hat operating environments
– Microsoft Azure Per VM

– HPE Helion OpenStack



HPE Flexible Capacity cost is on par with public cloud and 
29% less than purchased private cloud
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HPE Flexible Capacity CPI: Self-managed Private Cloud CPI: Public Cloud

Colocation Hardware/Software Labor Total

Source: 451 Research November 2016

HPE Flexible Capacity CPI: Private Cloud CPI: Public Cloud
Colocation $0.005 $0.009
Hardware/Software $0.034 $0.054
Labor $0.053 $0.068
TOTAL $0.092 $0.131 $0.092
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